
Sustainability Prospector

Efficient energy resource utilization 
optimizes production and drives down 
costs, enhancing business 
profitability while protecting our 
planet. Sustainability Prospector, from 
Benchmark Gensuite’s Sustainability 
suite, enables cross-functional teams 
to assess resource utilization by site 
or operation. Commonly referred to as 
Energy Treasure Hunts or Kaizan 
events, the process begins with 
teams conducting site audits to 
identify processes for potential 
energy/resource reductions and cost 
savings opportunities.

Sustainability Prospector calculates 
common processes to estimate a 
resource baseline and analyze 
alternatives, which can be ranked by 
return on investment (ROI), magnitude 
of reductions, and other factors, and 
reported to management using 
built-in reporting tools. And, when 
integrated with the other tools in the 
Sustainability suite, users can gain 
insights to replicate project impact 
success across sites.

Discover What Sustainability Prospect 
Can Do For You

Benchmark Gensuite®

Save Money by Saving the Planet

Identify big opportunities with your team

Identify energy, cost & resource savings 

Use built-in calculators to estimate precise cost & resource savings across 
electricity, natural gas, steam, compressed air, water, and chilled watern 

Analyze current vs. proposed utilization & costs based on project details

View a performance summary of each team’s treasure hunt progress/results

Generate reports to compare opportunities and summarize key findings

Manage ongoing reporting of energy/resource reduction project ideas, in 
addition to focused treasure hunt efforts
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Mobile Treasure Hunts
You now can use your Mobile device, on or offline, to 
complete sustainability treasure hunts at any location.

• Quickly log ideas for energy and cost savings
• Calculate energy use on the spot—reviewing machine 
labels, leak estimates, etc.
• Leverage Mobile capabilities such as photo and video to 
include with findings

Identify, analyze and improve
with Sustainablility Prospector

3 Day Agenda

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3
Establish treasure hunt
teams and brainstorm
energy reduction ideas

Investigate & measure 
site energy use and 
natural resource 
consumption

Quantify prospects 
using online 
calculators

Compare and analyze
prospects between 
teams

Compile & report 
to management to 
assign action

Sustainability Prospector utilized at 
200+ sites for energy teasure hunts

12,500+ energy-saving 
prospects/ideas logged

Download Benchmark Gensuite® Mobile App Today!
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